
Avoid unnecessary
downtimes! 

Environmental benefits:
  • No or fewer oil changes means less
     total oil consumption
  • Reduced emissions of carbon dioxide, CO2
  • Reduced handling of contaminated waste oil
  • Reduced oil transportation
  • Reduced risk of oil dumping in the nature

Economy Benefits:
  • Huge savings by reducing oil purchases
  • Significantly lower costs for repairs,
     breakdowns and downtime
  • Lower costs for waste oil handling
  • Higher utilization rate of vehicles and machinery
  • Faster start-up in cold weather 

The figures are drawn from a case study of a system with 125 liters of hydraulic oil and where it 
previously changed the oil every two years. See last page for complete calculation. 

Excavator
Volvo EC 210B

Powerpack
CC Pack, Tíbro

Portable / fixed equipment 
SNA Europa

Oil purification

Total saving in Swedish crowns Overall reduction of carbon dioxide
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LYOM keeps the oil clean 
Clean oil is crucial to the life and reliability of the hydraulic 
system.
70-80% of all malfunctions, component breakdowns and 
downtime caused by contaminated oil that can erode holes 
in hoses, tear gaskets, clog valves and, not least, result in 
costly pump failures.

LYOM By-pass filter keeps the oil clean. Lyom is a progressive 
and deep filtering bypass micro filter for hydraulic oil, constantly 
keeping the oil clean from water and solid pollutants during ope-
ration, without affecting the overall flow, or anything else in the 
original system. This means that in principle, that you don´t need 
to change the oil, or that at least can skip a number of oil chan-
ges. Instead, you change the insert filter, take oil samples and 
filling up the oil that disappears when you change filter.

LYOM By-Pass Filter is a complement to the regular system. A standard hydraulic oil filter must be so 
rough that it is only capable of filtering out particles greater than 25-40 microns, because the oil to pass 
with very high flow, often 200 to 300 liters per minute. By-pass filter works with a different principle: the 
filter is mounted as a side stream to the regular system and only about 1 liter of oil per minute passing 
through the by-pass filter, and then returned to the tank. In time, all the oil in the system that have pas-
sed through the filter will become purified. The low flow allowes the LYOM filter to take care of such small 
particles down to 1 micron and moreover absorb approximately 1/2 liter of water.

With LYOM’s insert filter of textile you will have a very good water absorption and progressive 
purification from solid particles down to 1 micron in size. There is no risk that the textile filter dis-
solves, swells, ruptures or leave their own pollution particles.

 

By-passfilter monterat i CAT 316D 

The figure shows how oil is quickly contaminated in the cycles 
of traditional filtration and oil change after certain intervals 
(black dashed line) When the system is running, it generates 
existing solid and liquid pollutants constantly emerging pol-
lutants that stress the system in a vicious circle. With By-Pass 
Technology (white line), with continuous purification during 
operation, the oil quality is maintained. The wear on the system 
decreases significantly. The risk of downtime and repairs is 
reduced by 70-80% with constantly clean oil.

Installation is recommended primarily on the return 
side, where there is a pressure from the return filter, 
tank filter or similar. From the return line makes a loop 
to the filter input connection and from outbound con-
nection of the filter to the tank. The filter can also be 
connected on the pressure side. The principle is the 
same, but you must then supplement with a pressure 
reduction down to 5 bar

Oil purification
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By-Pass filter in a CAT 316D



Oil purification
That´s why the hydraulic oil should be clean……

Clean oil extends the life. Particles and water causes wear and power losses in the system. It is 
estimated that a pump in a system with a flow of 200 l / min and contaminated oil ISO 21/18, requires 
pumping more than 3,000 kg pollution per year. With clean oil the pump is loaded only with 6 kg pollution 
per year! New hydraulic oil from the factory keeps a purity equivalent to ISO 17/14, according to Statoil. 
Upon delivery of the oil in barrels it can not guarantee purity, but it usually correspond to ISO 19/15. New 
hydraulic oil in barrels is not actually clean.

Standard filter is not enough. A normal standard filters must be able to swallow hundreds of liters of oil 
per minute and therefore they must have a high permeability, they can just take care of particles grea-
ter than 25-40 microns. Thereby releasing the most harmful small particles and it is therefore easy to 
understand that the standard filters are not effective enough but needs to be complemented by a Lyom 
micro filter.

According to several studies, for example, Shell, Statoil, CAT is 70-80% of all faults, component failures 
and downtime in a hydraulic system caused by contaminated oil. A by-pass filter can be seen as a com-
plement to the machine’s safety system. The cleaner the oil is, the less is the risk of breakage, leakage, 
clogged valves and pumps and other things that cause damage or downtime, with subsequent repair 
costs and downtime.

 

Ragnsells, Vara, Peter Lundmark
 Sweeper, Wheel excavator 
 
Lundsbrunns Grus, Lundsbrunn, Benny Karlsson: 
Trucks  

Tommy Johansson, Järpås 
Walking Floor
  
Svennas Åkeri, Lundsbrunn, Sven Gustavsson: 
Sweeper 
 
KGM:s Skog, Vilhelmina, K-G Mattsson: 
Harvesters
  
Valtinats Lantbruk, Ängelholm: Peter Valtinat: 
Excavators
  
Huskvarna AB, Brastad, Jan Ljungberg, 
Honing machine 
 
SNA Europe, Lidköping, Kalle Jonsson, 
Grinding machines

Vinköls Mekaniska, Vinköl, Per-Åke Larsson: 
CNC Lathes

References:
How small is actually 1 micron?

Mikron
(1/1000 mm)

Human hair is about 80 micron

Human eye perceives about 40 micron 

25 micron = Standard filtration

1 micron = Lyom Oilfilter
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Saleby, Erik-Larsgården 11 Phone. +46 510 53 00 28
SE 531 93  Lidköping  info@lyom.com
Sweden   www.lyom.com

Till glädje för såväl ekonomi- som miljöansvarig!
The following costing based on actual conditions of one of the vehicles of Ragnsells in Vara, Sweden.

In addition to financial savings of nearly 2,000 € per year, it´s also reduce their emissions of
carbon dioxide, CO2, with 0.2 tonnes per year, only on this car with a relatively small oil volume.

If one also takes into account the mounting cost, which of course vary from case to case, the vesting pe-
riod for example below is about 0.6 years 

There are not many investments that pay for themselves so quickly!

Filter unit for continuous 
purification directly in 
the hydraulic system 

Filter module with bypass filter and pump, for fixed or temporary connection to tank.
Size is selected depending on the desired capacity and tank volume 

1FP 2FP 3FP

Depending on the machine and the application you can choose between this models: 

Machine: Systemvolume 
oil, liter

Oil changes 
per year Oilprice per liter Time for oil-

change, hours
Machinecost per 

hour
Labourcost per 

hour
Unplanned stop, 

hour
”Repaircost per 

year”

Sweeper 125 0,5 3 € 3,0 50,00 € 35,00 € 5,00 2,000 €

Before cost: Oilcost total Labourcost 
oilchange

Production 
losses when 
changing oil 

Repaircost per 
year 

Production losses  
unplanned stop

Total cost per 
year

Sweeper 186,00 € 105,00 € 150,00 € 2,000 € 250,00 € 2,690 €

”Cost with 
By-Passfilter:” Oilcost total Cost for 

insert filter **

Labour cost 
change of 
insert filter

Production losses 
filter changes

Repaircost per 
year *

Production losses 
unplanned stop *

Oil analysis cost 
incl. peripheral 

cost ***

”Total cost 
per year:”

Sweeper 0,00 39,00 € 3,00 € 4,00 € 500,00 € 62,00 € 95,00 € 705 €

Hydraulic system, costing on an annual basis: Sweeper Ragnsells TKF 244

* = With clean oil reduces the accidents in the hydraulic system with 70 - 80%  (Source: Statoil, Shell, Cat and more)
** = Insert filter changes with the same range as, and instead, scheduled oil change. All changes of input filter is included in the cost estimate. 
*** = Oljeanalysis 80 € plus 15 minutes labour cost for taking sample when changing insert filter.  All oilanalysis is included in the cost calculation.

Investment cost:

Nr of Machines Price / Filter Total, €

1 890 € 890 € Sweeper

Annual savings ROI, year: Annual reduction
CO2 tonnes

1980 € 0,4 0,2

Comments to savings calculation:
Ragnsells estimates that a hydraulic cylinder costs about 3,000 € - and before they changed them every two years, due to 
breakdowns.
A hose failure causing down time at least 5 hours and it used to happen at least once every year.
Earlier they changed the hydraulic fluid after 2 years.
The vehicle has been driven with Bypass Filters and the same oil:
* The oil is now better quality than the original.
* No hydraulic breakdowns or tube failure has occurred.
* No unplanned downtime due to hydraulic system
* No repairs have been necessary in the hydraulic system
* Some wear on the pump or piston can not be found. 

Oil purification

www.lyom.com


